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ABSTRACT

A general 1-loop partition function for the 4 dimensional superstring is explicitly con-
structed as a tensor product of N = 2 superconformal theories. Its vanishing is shown by using a
generalized Riemann identity.



A predictive theory of the real world will be provided by string

theory only if the problem of the large degeneracy of vacua is solved.

As is well known, despite the almost uniqueness of 10 dimensional

superstrlng theory, when compactIfication is called for, many

conformal field theories can be used for the internal compact ifled

space.

An interesting compactIfication scheme, based on N*2

superconformal field theory, has recently been proposed by D.Gepner

[1], The massless spectra of these models agree exactly with those of

manifolds with vanishing first Chern class, obtained by the

compact Ification of the field theory limit of the heterotic string

[2], This equivalence suggests that deeper understanding of such

models might help to classify the possible classical ground states of

string theory.

Gepner's models are constructed by considering the tensor product

of r copies of N=2 superconformal minimal models (3), such that the

internal central charge, given by

(m -2)

equals 9. The space-time degrees of freedom are provided in the light

cone gauge by two free bosons X^ and two free fermions ^ for each

chiral sector of the four dimensional superstring. They contribute

with an extra 3 to the central charge leading to a c=12 anomaly-free

theory. Of all the possible combinations built in this way, only those

states which are related by the action of space-time supersymmetry and

which have odd integer total U(l) charge must be considered.

Supersymmetry projection should guarantee the vanishing of the



partition function of the theory. A generalized Riemann-theta Identity

was found in [4,5] to show this vanishing for the 1 model, i.e. 9

copies of c=l theories for the heterotic string.

In this article, an explicit construction of the partition

function for the general case of r internal theories satisfying (1) is

presented. By adapting the Riemann Identity derived in [4] we will

prove explicitly the vanishing of the corresponding partition

functions. We will follow Gepner's general prescriptions summarized

above but will make an alternative choice for the characters of the

-minimal models which seems more convenient for our purposes.

The primary fields in the Neveu-Schwarz (NS) sector of each of

the internal theories are given in the Coulomb gas formalism [6] by

= K l / 2 - J ) < X + 0 + i < l / 2 - k ) O $

with J,k € 2+1/2 ; 0<J,k,J+ksm-l and a+=l/m. They have conformal

dimension

and U(l) charge

m

The characters of the unitary representations generated by these

fields are [7], in the A+ sector

..(.1(T|Z)=*[8l<T^ X V V V > ( T . 2 ) (3)
J T> (T) J*



where

. 2TI1T 2H1*

and x = e , y = e

The characters in the other sectors can be easily obtained from

(3) by shifting z by 1/2, x/2 and x/2+1/2. In fact, using that

2
A * ( n ) , . » -n C/24 - n C / 6 A + ( n )

^z +nT/2)= x y V

we have

C5)

Notice that a shift in Z=T/2 leads to the Integer Indices

j'=j-l/2, k'=k+l/2 as corresponds to a Ramond state.

Characters for the c=12 theories can now be constructed by

considering the products of the r Internal theories for different

values of J and k, times the space-time part (with the constraint

given by (1)). Thus,

1 Hot Ice thfct the characters here are built from the primary states by

considering all possible descendants, while In [1] they are grouped

Into sets having descendants differing by even Integer U(l) charges.



The fact that all component characters are evaluated at the same

z-argument guarantees that they all lie in the same sector. By

shifting z by the different values considered In (5) we obtain the

total character for the four sectors i.e. NS , NS , R , R .

Recall also that, in order to ensure that space-time has the

game boundary conditions as the internal sectors, the « function for

the space-time character is the same as the one that appears in the

internal part. It corresponds to a linear combination of the

characters of the representations of the S0(2) algebra.

As already mentioned, only those characters related by

supersymmetry must be kept. The Susy operator for the internal theory

can be written as the direct product of the operators 16,8,9]:

The action of S on a NS state yields, from OPE, the Bamond state

SN
J

*(«) : e + -: R
Jk J-l/2,k+l/2

The character for the field S"N can then be written as

2
_n A+, , nc/24 nc/6
S ZJk(x,zJ- x y

Therefore the full Susy operator acting on (6) reads



1 2 1
— n C - nC r

Snz
("'(T,z) = x 2* T y T «[8](x,2+nx/2) j] * V (x,z+nx/2)

where c = 3 + £ c .

To construct the supersymmetrlzed character, all n's must be

summed over, Including a minus sign for the odd-n Ramond states. For

the sake of simplicity we will first consider the case in which all

the internal theories have the same central charge c<3(m-2)/m. (In this

case, the only allowed theories have c= <1, 3/2, 9/5, 9/4). The most

general case will be discussed at the end.

We propose

l 2

I I C M ) " * " * 2 4 " T a** (T,z+nx/2+s/2) (8)
n=0 «=0 J

Notice that due to the symmetries

d[o](T,z)

the sum ranges from 0 to 2m-l. Moreover, the sum over s ensures that

only those combinations of characters with odd integer total U(l)

charge are selected. This can be seen by rewriting (8) as

• n = 0



(9)

The sum over s selects either X *+ X when the internal charge Is odd

and space time charge is even, or % *- x when they are even and odd

respectively.

It is now simple to put together the left and right sectors in

order to obtain the full modular invariant and supersymmetric

partition function with c =12:

Z(x) = E N *=USY(T) xS™(r) (10)

where we have redefined the Indices such that J=J+k and q=J-k with

1=1,...,m-l and q=l-J,3-J i-l(by steps of 2) and

r
N = T7 N , with N - - the modular coefficients [10]1 l q l q I q l q

l q l q i = l 1 1 1 W 1 1 H J i W J

which ensure the modular invarlance of CIO). With our starting

expression (8) for the total character the coupling of the spacetime

part satisfies n=n mod.2. In particular we choose

q q 4m a

The partition function (10) can be rewritten as

r r . 2--1

= ™«il.aj--.y(j|B Sfm^



with

2
"(_!)»•• xi»^8 #[8](T.nx/2+s/2) x

n E V V i " " ^ (T.s/2+nx/2) [12)
1 - 1 i ^ » q i

and a similar expression for Z_ (Recall that here NS (R) states are

coupled with NS (R) states). Its modular Invariance can be checked

explicitly by using the modular transformation properties given In

[8,10].

This partition function corresponds to the 4-diroenstonal

superstring; the heterotlc string may be obtained from it by modifying

Zp as indicated in [1J.

We will show that Z. vanishes Identically. For this purpose we

will express Z. as proportional to a product of theta functions, such

that a generalized Rlemann identity can be used.

We start by observing that (12) can be cast in the following

form:

2»-J 1 2
s E E (-I)"*" xn /Z «[8](T,s/2+nT/2) x
m=0 n=0

(13)

2Za e

This can be shown by dividing the sum over n's into a sum over

even integers n=2p and odd Integers n=2p+l, where p=0,...,m-l. The sum

over p can then be performed since, due to the periodicity % «

8



p=0 p-0

V.
(14)

»Z

In the last equality the sum over p leads to the condition 7.1a. € mZ.

Besides, the a can be written inside the argument as may be seen from

(3) or, more easily, from

,2)

o J(mT,z) •&[ o

(15)

JCniT.z)

with

1 1
-— +—

B 2

1
2

(mx,O) n Cl-x"V ^

1 B-l
+

4a 8
n=l

a function Independent of q and z.

The aim now is to evaluate explicitly the sum over the q 's and

to show that it decouples from the sum over the j 's.

By using the periodicities X s X s X the q's and
q,l q+ii.a-l q+2m,l

J's can be reorganized by grouping the values J*l,ra-ljJ=2,m-2;... such

that

J-l {m- q = -2k+m-i

Q

for m odd,



1=1,... , m/2 q =-2k+m-J-l for m even

with k ranging from 0 to n-1, independently of J.

We will consider here only the odd m case, since a similar

'2
reasoning holds for even m.

The sum over q in (13) leads to

n-l B - 3 p(k + b )/

I n n ° 8
y I - = *-° "° __ (16)

0[oj(mx,z) #[ o J(mx,z) JJ «[oJtBT,z)
k=0

where we have extracted the common denominator and have used the

invarlance of 0's under shifts of the characteristics by Integers. The

b are integers, all distinct mod m and b * 0, J.

Notice that j| #[ o J (mx, z) has the same zeros as the #Q(x,z)
k=0

appearing In the numerator of eq. (15). The two expressions must

therefore be proportional because «(T,Z) are well defined functions on

the Jacobi variety J=T/nx*». In fact it is possible to check that the

proportionality factor is

g(x) = xk"oa* k=0 2
 n i — > I (I?)

2 For even •, we are double counting the torn l=«/2, so we M»t Include

a factor 1/2 for f (X>.
M/2

10



The sum in the numerator of (16) can now be rewritten as

-3 r, B-l ^•-3(»-l f r(k +b )/•-, »-3 1

F f i i l r E k V ]««,z*j:(P.b-Pb.)).-
a"b.

boL p o^olk ol b o I
, b-Ov p «CK«»O|k -0 1 b>0

ab L - *•

ab

(18)

where we have used a different k for each 0 In order to be able to
a

Interchange the sum and the product, and then Identified them by

introducing delta functions as sums over p . The sura over k was
ab a

performed In the second member.

By collecting the results from (15), (16), (17) and (18) and

inserting them In (12), it is possible to see that Z, Is a linear

combination of factors of the form:

• =0 n=0 • J 1*1 «•<) L J L J

(19)

where we defined a*= a + T p -p .
i i £ .b b.

A generalized Riemann identity can now be borrowed from [4]:

«"••

where (TX) = X -~- £ X .
J

As 4m=r(m-2)+m, the following choices can be made for X :

a=0....,m-3; and

11



4» r

X ,...,X = 0, such that. V X = (m-2) T-i. By including the
r(»-2)+I 4» _ 1 i-i"1

constraint 2£ a € mZ, (20)- reads

T I t-l)"*" •tta)f"/2 l(^ ,
•*0 n=0 L J

X) e^"*^' 6 .0 (21)

By expanding the * *" as an Infinite sum over n ,...,n and

identifying

n « > . . . = n • n
( 2 > l 4> 0

we obtain

2»-1 1 r ._T r B-2

•=0 n=0
[ «T r B-2£]l*-°»n n

J 1=1 a=l

(22)

which coincides exactly with our previous expression (19) for

For completeness let us briefly Indicate which changes must be

made when r internal theories with different central charge c are

considered (the possible combinations such that Tc =9 were listed in

[11])

To construct the supersyrametrized character (8), summation over

the n's must be extended from 0 to 2m-1, where m is now the least

common multiple of the m . The left-right coupling condition (11) to

be imposed Is now

12



-7 ).*(q -
1 1 l

The constraint the a's have to satisfy after summing over p in

(13) is now £ c j a , / 3 c z- Finally, the equality 4BM»+E)D suggests

the following identifications In the Rlemann « Identity (20): In the

sum over 4m indices, m n 's are used to reconstruct the space tine

0(T,Z),
 n

3-+1
=-• •ien4l,

=1V T o obtain each of the (n^-2) «(I,i)'s it is

m
necessary to identify - n,*s- So the Riemann identity (20) also

ensures the vanishing of Z, when considering different Internal

theories, which in turn implies the vanishing of the full partition

function for the 4-dimensional superstring.

Notice that, although we made a specific choice for the modular

coefficient (11), more general ones could have been used. In fact,

recall that the 6(J-T) factor was not used in the derivation and could

have been replaced by more general functions L.j which preserve the

modular invariance of Z(x) (see, for example, [10}).

As a final remark, we see that the essential steps in our proof

which lead to the Rlemann identity (20) can be used to show the

vanishing of the general partition function for the superstring in 6

and 8 spacetlme dimensions.
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